
Dear Year 2 (soon to be Year 3!),  

 

We have heard ALL about your amazing learning attitudes and we really can not wait to meet you 

in person at Shirley Juniors and see them at work.   

 

To get you prepared for the skills we use at SJS we have put together a ‘Learning Value Challenge Grid’ for 

you to have a go at whilst you are at home. You can choose the challenges you would like to work through 

over the next few weeks or even do some of them over the holidays to help you in getting ready for  

Year 3! 

 

Meet our Learning Values on our transition page https://

www.shirleyjuniorschool.org/page/?title=Welcome+Year+3+2020+%

2D+2021&pid=174 —next to each value you will find an explana-

tion of what the value means. We are very  

excited to be seeing Grit alongside our values next year—you 

will be starting alongside it in September! 

 

 

Each square has a different challenge linked to a learning value and when you complete it you can put it in 

a folder to bring in and share in September or send it for your teachers to see to  

teachers@shirleyschools.co.uk. If you title your email Year 3 Transition challenge we will make sure the 

your teachers get to see your fantastic work.  

 

Looking forward to seeing you and your amazing work soon,  

 

Shirley Junior School :)  
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1.Reflection  

Think about your favourite  

memories from Year 2 and  

create a  page or even a scrapbook 

that shows them. What did you 

love? What skills have you got bet-

ter at?  

2.Curiosity and Imagination  

Outdoor art—use items from the out-

doors to create a piece of artwork 

that says Year 3. Challenge: Could 

you make the red curiosity 

learning value picture too? 

3.Co-operation 

What job could you do that 

may help out around the  

house? Work alongside your family 

to help out with the running of the 

house—  what new skill will you 

learn along the way? 

4.Independance and  

Aspiration 

Introduce yourself, including what 

makes you special in a letter, video 

or PowerPoint to share with your 

teacher.  

5.Citizenship 

Explore different recipes and cook a 

meal or treat for someone else to  

enjoy. Take a photo of you cooking/

people enjoying your food 

to share with your class. 

6.Grit 

Begin to develop your growth  

mindset. Use the proforma below to 

think carefully about yourself. How 

will you tackle those things that 

sometimes you are afraid of trying?  

  SJS Learning Values 

Create a poster to show all of the 

SJS learning values and show what 

each one means.  

Over the last weeks of Summer 2, and into the Summer holidays, we are challenging the Year 2 children 

coming to SJS to begin to develop some Shirley Junior learning values.  Children can use this opportunity to 

explore the learning values and think about how they might use them when learning in school.  

7.Problem Solving 

The house captains have set lots of taskmaster challenges this half term 

to get children problem solving. Have a go at the SJS scavenger hunt—

task 2. Your year 3 teachers will love to see your final pictures. 

 (Don’t worry about the due date in the video—your entries  

can count towards next years house points!) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ORuXg444sEA  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ORuXg444sEA



